Musical lyrics can infuse semantic breath and cultural meaning to particular localities, helping to transform abstract environments into specifi c and defi nable places. Despite this, the literature of geography has been slow to conceptualize and systematically study musical lyrics as source material to decipher the social context for the production and consumption of music with any rigueur. To partially address this gap, this paper is theoretically underpinned fi rst by more contemporary discourses on the "contested" nature intrinsic to cultural landscapes. Secondly, it draws on the small body of literature of music geography seeking to explore music as a means of exploring social-cultural contexts. Methodologically, this paper then employs discourse analysis to explore as case study the limited set of published lyrics of hole hole bushi, the music of Japanese plantation workers in late 19th century Hawai'i. Th e imagined and constructed cultural landscapes of this immigrant group are extrapolated from their own lyrical narratives to show, in example, conceptual shift s in their constructions of "landscapes of desire" and "landscapes of despair. " Overall, this paper links the existing frameworks of cultural and music geography in applying musical lyrics as source material for teasing out historical narratives centered in the perception, construction, and interaction with the cultural landscapes of people in a highly contested place.
Introduction
Imagine for an abbreviated moment living in a world without music. Th is scenario would entail an existence not only without one of humanity's key sources of entertainment, but one void of an essential medium used to express or facilitate our emotions, spiritualities, struggles, rituals, communications, and conceptual escapes. Likewise, the lyrics of music can carry distinct messages, providing vocalized narrations or interpretations of our cultural landscapes. Lyrics infuse semantic breath and social meaning to particular localities, helping to transform abstract environments into specifi c and defi nable places.
Overall, this paper links the existing frameworks of cultural and music geography in employing musical lyrics as source material for teasing out narratives centered in the perception, construction, and interaction with the cultural landscape of a particular historical place. Th at is, I explore music as a means of further comprehending the particular social-cultural contexts of its production and consumption. In particular, I examine as a case study the limited set of published lyrics of hole hole bushi, the music of Japanese plantation workers in late 19th century Hawai'i. More specifi cally, this case study contributes not only to our understanding of how Japanese immigrants to Hawaiian plantations defi ned their contested cultural landscape, but how place contributed to how they defi ned themselves.
Contested Cultural Landscapes
According to Dubos (1980) , the environment is normally defi ned in Western thought as conveying the concept of "things around us, out there, that act on us and on which we act. " In this view, the environment is tangibly exterior to the human psyche and body, it is outside. In contrast, when environment is fused with consciousness or physically manipulated elements of humanity-a sense of location, perhaps-it becomes semantically redesignated as place. Th erefore, place becomes an expression of humanness, which Dubos (1980) argues may even evoke considerable emotional response exterior to being present in a specifi c location (e.g., nostalgic longing). In eff ect, place becomes the mentally or physically reconstructed environment, on our terms, and through our perceived visions and desires.
Th e geographic literature also proff ers signifi cant space to the associated concept of landscape, which although some traditions continue to explore as a visually built or natural construction, is normally theorized contemporarily quite diff erently. Th is divergence was initially inspired by the writings of Sauer (1963) , who argued for a "cultural landscape"; one blending the physical or "natural" landscape with human imprints (see also Head 2004; Huggett and Perkins 2004; Kruse 2005; Shaw and Oldfi eld 2007) . According to Mitchell (2000) , geographers have more recently theoretically approached landscape with the added vision of shared reality and the contextualized daily experience. Kruse (2005) notes that each of these recent conceptual turns to approaching landscape blends both the physical and social environment, oft en incorporating processes of interpretation to explore the dynamics of social power structures. Furthermore, the process of deconstructing a landscape can be undertaken not only by comprehending the visible (able to be seen) or visual (viewed through interpretation), but also as a complex map of meaning in daily life (Riley 1997) . According to Hall (1998) , such maps express particular relations of those with the power to signify and delegate meaning within a particular cultural context. I argue that in certain contexts, such discourses can also be shaped by those of comparatively powerless positions, or at the very least articulated to express antipodal narratives of that landscape.
If landscape is a visible and visual complex map of constructed meaning in daily existence, it follows that cultural perceptions continue to play a vital theoretical role in their delineated manifestations. Th is is an idea also expressed by Basso (1996) in a study exploring the use of place-name ideology in the culture of the Western Apache in the United States. Basso describes a group of people using a contextualized pneumatic device as a cultural transmitter, which conceptually allows them to inhabit the landscape as much as they are inhabited by it. By "speaking the names, " the Western Apache are able to exploit the evocative power of place-names to comment on the moral conduct of persons absent. Th e landscape therefore becomes an indispensable guide and is intertwined with who they are, of possible worlds rather than defi nitive accounts, and embodies the cultural landscape with signifi cant social phenomena.
Returning to Hall (1998) , as cultural landscapes are embodied with divergent and competing values over time, they become ever changing and highly contested spaces between stakeholders for their ideological and physical construction and maintenance. In a study of Nevada County that exemplifi es this point, Walker and Hurley (2004) explore competing social groups struggling for political power to limit or redirect landscape construction consistent with their respective values. Th erefore, if geographers intend to fully comprehend the various forces and narratives that comprise and defi ne a landscape, they must also seek to tease out confl icting relations over power and politics, and conceptualize the numerous processes that then reshape that landscape (Walker and Fortmann 2003) .
In this vein, the "cultural landscape" oft en fi nds a voice in the literature of immigration and relocation. More recently, this has been the case when environment and its cultural perception are motivating factors in drawing a group of people to a specifi c location (Smith and Phillips 2001; Philips 2004) . Citing Caulfi eld (1989), Phillips (2004) relays the concept of a "landscape of desire"-in this example, one that is a conceptually constructed idealistic vision of urban or rural living, as contrasted with undesirable suburban spaces (the "landscape of despair"). Such a conceptualization of this idealized place provides one possible catalysis later used to explain pull factors underpinning rural gentrifi cation, and later resurfaces when, for example, in-migrants were found to encapsulate a desire to further create or enhance their idyllic ruralities aft er settling. As argued by DuPuis (2006, p. 127) , this conceptualized rurality, particularly as perceived by comparatively wealthy middle-class urban refugees, oft en becomes intrinsically linked with a "leisure rather than working nature, consumption not production, " and possibly leading to confl ict (Walker and Fortmann 2003; Phillips 2004; Darling 2005) . Indeed, numerous research has shown that in-migrant idealized versions of a leisure based countryside oft en result in heavily contested rural spaces between in-migrants and local residents (cf Smith and Phillips 2001; Jarosz and Lawson 2002; Walker and Fortmann 2003; DuPuis 2006) . Th e sense of perception that buyers both initially construct and then promote is an ideological conceptualization of place, the created cultural landscape of one narrative viewpoint.
According to Dubois (1980) , each locality and its attributed communities have their own perception of place derived from a prolonged identity between people and their surroundings. To this, McDonald (2005) adds perceptions of place that are conceptually created remotely but consumed in the local. Her contemporary study of perceptions of Hawai'i compares the culturally specifi c and romanticized lure of the Hawaiian wedding for North American and Japanese couples, i.e., the exotic Pacifi c beaches for U.S. mainlanders and the exotic Christian West for Japanese, as well as the resulting alienation caused by tourist consumption to local residents. Each respective group is shown to perceive and construct the Hawaiian cultural landscape in a manner suited to its unique needs and desires. When those physical or conceptual constructions overlapped in discordant ways, confl ict resulted. Th is notion of confl ict intrinsic to many cultural landscapes is also touched on by Brownlow (2000) , who fi nds that the complicated issues surrounding the reintroduction of wolves into the Adirondack Mountains in the United States were intrinsically linked to power negotiations between local and non-local residents' social and economic perceptions of landscape.
As a cultural landscape is constructed by oft en-competing cultural identities, the confl uence of opinion provides an infi nitesimally complex web of variance in power and culturally dictated perception. In eff ect, each set of stakeholders formulates a unique set of narratives to describe its particular relationship to the realities of its social and physical environment. One approach to deconstructing this complexity is to explore the various narratives that compose it.
Indeed, the unequal realities of highly stratifi ed Hawaiian plantation life in the late 19th century prove an exemplar case study of these competing narratives and variances in perception of the cultural landscape. According to DuPuis (2006) , plantation agriculture more generally can be placed into the landscapes of desire/despair, particularly as it is easily framed within recent theories linking landscape and forms of domination/autonomy (see also Mitchell 2002) . Within a plantation agricultural production regime, each set of stakeholders naturally embodies highly dissimilar constructions of the cultural landscape, linked to the visual and visible but also rooted in larger struggles for domination and autonomy. Indeed, as Mardsen (2002) notes, these micro/macro political and cultural struggles themselves shape and are shaped by those cultural landscapes. Teasing out additional narratives therefore assumes elevated importance in identifying and then unraveling the complexity of variance between diff erent groups of people and their relations to each other in and to specifi c places.
Music Geography and Cultural Landscapes
In the early 1990s, Carney calculated the total number of published journal articles with a music geography focus to be fewer than 30 (1990a). While the fi eld has experienced a blossoming since that time, the vast majority of research still centers on subjects largely quantifi able, cartographically depictable, or descriptive. Overall, most studies tend to focus on how, where, and by whom music is produced, distributed, and consumed. Th ese include numerous descriptions and/or analyses of the origin, regions, or diff usion of a musical style (e.g., Carney 1974 Carney , 1977 Carney , 1979 Carney , 1998 Carney , and 2003 Glasgow 1979; Arkell 1991; Kuhlken and Sexton 1991) . Indeed, it can still be argued that the contextualized frameworks surrounding physically represented places of music, rather than music as a cultural form produced in particular social contexts, have commanded the most attention. While a recently growing body of literature on the role of music in shaping places now exists (e.g., Curtis 1976; Curtis and Rose 1983; Carney 1990b and 1999; Kruse 2005a and b) , the inverse is less common (see, for exceptions, Kong 1995 and 1997; Gumprecht 1998) . Likewise, few if any studies have used lyrics as source material to explore competing cultural narratives.
Furthermore, the majority of previous studies have concentrated primarily on genres of music written, performed, and dispersed for economic gain. Th e production and consumption of music, however, is not limited to the market, but can also represent unappropriated cultural forms of ritual, protest, and conceptual escape. Hole hole bushi, the Hawaiian plantation songs of the late 19th century sugar cane workers from Japan, represents such an example. I examine their lyrics as a primary source material to extrapolate and interpret unique historical narratives of this highly contested cultural landscape.
Case Study: The hole hole bushi
In the last two decades of the 19th century, tens of thousands of Japanese immigrated to supply inexpensive labor to the growing sugar plantations of Hawai'i (Urata and Odo 1981; Yano 1984) . Th e majority of these early arrivals were young, unmarried males, primarily motivated by fi nancial need, who worked long hours in arduous, dangerous, and underpaid jobs (Smith 1959; Takaki 1983; Yano 1984) . It was within this milieu that the hole hole bushi were produced and consumed.
In a larger study on Japanese-American music, Asai (1995) argues that the hole hole bushi were one of the fi rst forms of music used by fi rst-generation Japanese-Americans to express and refl ect their emotions about their new cultural environment, and they comprise the sole surviving folk songs describing life and work of contract immigrant labor on Hawaiian sugar plantations between 1885 and 1990. Th e name hole hole derives from the Hawaiian word for stripping the dried leaves from growing sugar cane stalks to concentrate sugars and yield more profi ts (Urata 1984) . Bushi is derived from the Japanese term for tune or melody. Although there is some debate on the matter (See Uyehara 1980-81), many experts feel that the basic tune refl ects the rice-threshing melody To usu hiki uta from the Hiroshima/ Yamaguchi region of Japan. Nonetheless, both Uyehara (1980-81) and Urata (1984) argue that the lyrics were entirely a result of the immigrants' unique experiences on the plantations. Th is is easily confi rmed, as the songs contain numerous words and allusions from the Hawaiian, Portuguese, and American cultures and languages. Likewise, the lyrical content is concentrated mainly around life within the context of Hawai'i.
According to Uyehara (1980-81) , the stripping of cane was normally conducted as a group, and the hole hole bushi interspersed with jokes, gossip, and other forms of ribaldry to maintain high spirits during the long workday.
Drawing from interview accounts, Chinen reports that many workers sang the songs for their therapeutic value, or "to dish out all the inside suff ering and dilemma of the plantation life" (Chinen 1984, p. 6) . Th e hole hole bushi were eventually also sung in the evenings at plantation camps, and still later, as workers began to leave the plantations and migrate to the more distant Honolulu and Hilo urban centers, the songs were sung with nostalgia in bars and at drinking parties (Urata 1984) .
Discourse Analysis of the Available Lyrics
Th is study analyzed all published lyrics to hole hole bushi through discourse analysis, uncovering strong narratives of the plantation immigrants. Th e fi rst such narrative represents noted shift s in the constructed "landscapes of desire" and "landscapes of despair, " supplementing our previous understanding of life on Hawaiian plantations.
According to Uyehara (1980-81) , most of the Japanese immigrants to Hawai'i were motivated by the goal of saving money and then returning to Japan upon completion of their plantation contracts. Before arrival in Hawai'i ,then, the conceptualized Hawaiian cultural landscape of the future immigrants was partially informed by fi ctitious ideas of comparatively easy wealth accumulation. Indeed, it was this constructed Hawaiian landscape of desire that helped provoke early immigration to the islands. In this vein, and as Lyric #1 suggests, an argument could be made that the plantation cultural landscape is also understood to comprise only an abbreviated stopping place before return to Japan or further migration. It suggests a restless and transient population uninterested in establishing local ties to place or planting roots to establish a durable community. Hawai'i, for many of the early Japanese workers, was only a place to migrate to for short-term fi nancial gain, rather than immigrate to for longer-term commitment.
Yuko ka Meriken, yo

Kaero ka Nihon
Koko ga shian no Hawaii Koku.
Go on to America?
Return to Japan?
This is the problem (I am lost in thoughts)
Here in Hawaii.
Lyric #1
Source: Uyehara 1980-81 As the reality of plantation life begins to emerge, however, the dreams of returning to Japan appear to fade into the imagination, and by so doing signal a remarkable shift in narrative. As noted in Lyric #2, the dream of going home remains, but the impossibility of that dream emerges as a much stronger reality. With the understanding that even those workers who had been in the Hawai'i longest, and assumedly saved the most money, would die in Hawai'i, it is understood that what was once to be only a place of transience is now slowly becoming a resigned place of home. It is also interesting in this context to note the redefi ned perceptions, and arguably even the geographic reversal, of the conceptualized landscapes of "desire" and "despair. " While in Japan, the idea of working for easy money in Hawai'i created a landscape of desire, which has now evolved into one of despair in the face of uncertainty, poor conditions, and low wages on the plantations. Likewise, "desire" has been redefi ned into the quixotic return to Japan.
Another theme prevalent in the available lyrics concerns the perception of the non-human environment and how this is fi rmly connected to the realities of place. Indeed, as the plantation workers spent 
Lyric #2
Source : Uyehara 1980-81 the majority of their day laboring in the fi elds, it follows that much of the hole hole bushi lyrics also concentrate on the arduousness of that labor. Of the entire set of hole hole bushi lyrics examined, no mention of scenic beauty or pristine environment was discernible. As seen in Lyric #3, the cultural landscape of most plantation workers appears fi rmly centered in the drudgery of daily existence. Indeed, the lyrical narrative confi rms that the plantation is a landscape of work, rather than one of leisure.
According to Hazami and Komeji (1986) , the quality of living and working conditions on plantations was highly conditional on the disposition of the manager. In addition, Euro-American owners deliberately separated groups racially in a hierarchical fashion, with Japanese often relegated to the bottom of the hierarchy-resulting in lower wages and more unpleasant living conditions. The tension that resulted from this oppressive social structure also fi nds its way into lyrical expression in hole hole bushi (see Lyric #4) . While all cultural landscapes are understood to be contested spaces among competing stakeholders, this insight fi rmly centers the cultural landscape of the plantation within the greater and more pronounced struggles for domination and autonomy. In the case of the Hawaiian plantation landscape, Lyric #4 provides a narrative of the suppressed, and, as originally sung in a language 
Lyric #4
Source: Urata and Odo 1981 understood only by the Japanese immigrants, it also provides a highly contextualized form of social resistance.
Likewise, political and social commentary was included in the songs, including insults to corrupt offi cials (see Lyric #5). Th e fi nal line of this lyric further adds to our understanding of the landscape of despair. Although Inspector Nakayama is the target of abuse, it is more generally the lack of wealth available to the plantation workers that best characterizes this song's semantics.
Finally, with many workers isolated and lonely on plantations, many of the hole hole bushi lyrics also speak of vice in the landscape of despair. According to Hazama and Komeiji (1986) , drinking and gambling were common forms of stress relief aft er long days underemployed in tedious jobs. Lyric #6 is a bawdy invitation from a woman to cuckold her husband, while Lyric #7 deals with the realization that one has lost his/her savings in a night of gambling. 
Lyric #6
Source: Urata and Odo 1981 
Conclusions
My purpose is to provide some insight into the constructed cultural landscape of fi rst-generation Japanese-American sugar plantation workers in late 19th century Hawai'i by exploring the lyrics of their work songs, the hole hole bushi. Analysis extrapolated narratives of shift ing landscapes of "desire" and "despair, " centered on broken dreams, arduous labor, homesickness, resistance, loneliness, vice, and social and economic inequality. Overall the hole hole bushi were found to be rooted in and a result of the larger struggles attributable to domination and autonomy common in the plantation structure, and represent an immigrant landscape both highly contested and evolving as a place. Th e uncovering of these historical narratives is poignant as few survivors remain to elucidate the social-cultural context of plantation life.
More generally, the paper has helped to address gaps in the literatures of cultural and music geography in employing musical lyrics as source material for understanding the wealth of diverse, complex, and contested cultural landscapes in particular places. In doing so, this study has also shown that the application of rigorous discourse analysis of musical lyrics is a highly promising method for teasing out new and previously unexplored narratives, particularly in a historical context.
As any given cultural landscape is composed of a sundry of perspectives, it is now imperative for geographers to revisit the lyrics of music to uncover deeper and more profound explorations of their construction, maintenance, and perception. Furthermore, the inclusion of additional narratives would ultimately help to redefi ne our understanding of the highly divergent physical, emotional, and spiritual constructions of place. 
Lyric #7
